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Let p,,(z) = a, n:=, (z-z,), a, #O be a polynomial of degree n and let /IpJ = 
max,2, =, Ip,(z)l, lIpJ = max,;, _, Iph(z It has been shown that if 
Iz,.I 2 K,. > 1, l<v<!l, 
then 
Our result includes as a special case ErdGs conjecture first proved by Lax. Also it 
sharpens and includes as a special case the inequality due to Malik that if p,(z) # 0 
for IzI <K, K> 1, then lipLl/ <(n/(1 + K)) lip,ll, fi‘ 1987 Academic press. IIK 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
If p,(z) is a polynomial of degree at most n, then according to a famous 
result known as Bernstein’s inequality (for references see [4]) 
y$‘: IPB)l bn ;“=: lP?i(Z)l. (1.1) 
Here equality holds if and only if p,(z) has all its zeros at the origin and so 
it is natural to seek improvements under appropriate assumptions on the 
zeros of p,(z). Thus, for example, it was conjectured by Erdijs and later 
proved by Lax [2] that ifp,(z) does not vanish in (zl -C 1, then (1.1) can be 
replaced by 
;a=: IPl(Z)l d (42) f-=$ lPn(Z)l. (1.2) 
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In (1.2) equality holds for those polynomials of degree n which have all 
their zeros on IzI = 1. This result was extended by Malik [3] who proved 
that if p,(z) does not vanish in Iz( <K, K3 1, then 
Although Malik’s result (1.3) is sharp, the draw back of this result is that 
the bound depends only upon the modulus of the zero of smallest modulus 
and not on the moduli of other zeros. For example, for both the 
polynomials p(z) = (z + K)” and p(z) = (z + K)(z + K+ I)“- ‘, K> 1, I> 0, 
Malik’s result (1.3) will give the same bound. It will obviously be of interest 
to obtain a bound which depends upon the location of all the zeros rather 
than just on the location of the zero of smallest modulus. 
In this paper we consider the class of polynomials having all its zeros in 
IzI 2 1 and obtain a bound that depends on the location of all the zeros. 
Our result sharpens Malik’s result (1.3) and includes as special cases Lax’s 
result (1.2) and Malik’s result (1.3). We in fact prove 
THEOREM. Let p,(z) =a,, n:=, (z-z,,), a, #O, be a polynomial of 
degreen.Zflz,l>K,>l, l<v<n, then 
;a=,: IPl(zN6n 1 (“1, &)I(!, E) ;“; IpJz)l. (1.4) 
In (1.4) equality holds for the polynomial p(z) = (z + K)“, K> 1. 
If K,2K, K> 1, for 1 <v<n, then clearly 
.g, &$, s& Y Y 
so that the bound obtained by our theorem is in general at least as sharp as 
that obtainable from (1.3). In fact, excepting the case when the polynomial 
p,(z) has all its zeros on (zl = K, K2 1, the bound obtained by our theorem 
is always sharper than the bound obtainable from Malik’s result (1.3). 
Remark. The statement of the theorem might suggest hat we need to 
know all the zeros of the polynomial but this is not so. No doubt, the 
usefulness of the theorem will be heightened if the polynomial is given in 
terms of its zeros. If in particular we know that the polynomial p(z) is 
product of two or more polynomials having zeros in IzI 2 K, > 1, 
IzI 3 K2 > 1, etc., each of norm 6 1 (here llpll = max,,, = i Ip(. then p(z) 
would be of norm < 1, and we would have a better estimate for the norm 
of the derivative of p(z) by using our theorem than one would get from 
Malik’s result (1.3). 
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2. LEMMAS 
We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. The mapping w = z/(z - z,,), Iz,( > 1, maps D(0, 1) into 
1 /z,I 
Jz,.I*- 1 ’ /z,J- 1 > 
Here and elsewhere D(<, r) denotes the closed disk centered at [ and radius r. 
Proof of Lemma 1. By C([, r) we denote the circle centered at [ and 
radius r. We write w =z/(z - z,,) = l/( 1 - z,,/z), and noting that if 
p= l[12-r2#0, then under w= l/z, C([, r) is mapped into C([/p, r/lpi), 
Lemma 1 follows. 
LEMMA 2. If for 1 d v 6 n, w,, E D([,, r,,), then 
We omit the proof as it follows easily by induction on n. 
(2.1) 
LEMMA 3. Let Iz,I > 1, 1 d v 6 n. Under w = (I/M) C;=, (z/(z - z,,)), 
D(0, 1) is mapped into 
Here and elsewhere D[cx, /?I stands,for the closed disk whose diameter is the 
segment [a, /?I. 
The above lemma follows easily on applying Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and 
noting that 
LEMMA 4. For any t>l, [(l-[)/[lZ=t, ifandonlyif 
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Proof of Lemma 4. If 5 = reie, then I(1 - c)/[l > t is equivalent to 
which holds if and only if 
r,+2rcosO 1 t2 
p-1 +(tL1)2G(Iz. 
Now (2.2) is clearly equivalent to 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
from which the lemma follows because 
LEMMA 5. Let Iz,( > 1, 1 6 v <n. The largest t satisfying 
1 1 
-t-l’t-tl’ 1 (2.4) 
is given by 
Proof of Lemma 5. Clearly (2.4) holds if and only if 
1 1 -+-‘i- 1 
t-l nYzl lz,,l-1 
and 
1 ->I i 
t+l ny=,IZYI+l’ (2.5) 




“=, IZ”I - 1 
and 
that is, if and only if 
{ 
n IZ”I t<min C ~ 
i 
i 1 i IZ”I i 
i’ 
1 
“=l lz,l--1 “=,Iz,I--l’y=l lz,l+l “JzFi. (2.6) I 
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Now the value of right-hand side in (2.6) is 
To verify this, we have to show that 
which is true if and only if 
c IZ,d lZ1’l /,,a (lZ”l + 1m,,1 - l?; (Iz,l - l)(lZ,>l + 1)’ 
that is, if and only if 
c Iz,l- Izpl /(,,’ (lz,l + 1 )(lz,,l - 1) 3 O. 
Now (2.7) obviously holds if and only if 
I[ (,z,l~z~,,‘;::;~- Izpl - IZ”I A” l)+(lz,,l+l)(lz,,I-1) ko, 1 
which holds if and only if 
Ei 1 1 &” (IZlrl +lw”I-l)-(lz,,l +l)(lz,l-1) (lz,‘-‘z,,‘)~o, I 
that is, if and only if 
c (lz,l - I4 )’ p,” (lz,l’- l)(lz,12- l)>O, 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
which is evidently true because Iz,] > 1, 1 d v d n, and Lemma 5 follows. 
LEMMA 6. Let a, 3 1 for 1 < v <n. The function 
n 
is a decreasing function in each of the variables CI,, a2,..., CI,. 
Proof of Lemma 6. Note that 
.?I A/v~, %=$-2n+4~~/(rl - 1) Y Y Y 
from which the lemma follows. 
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LEMMA 7. Let p,(z) be a polynomial of degree n. Then for IzI = 1, 
IM)l + Mz)l <n zt; Ip,@)l. (2.9) 
Here and elsewhere q,,(z) stands for the polynomial z”{ p( l/Z)}. 
This lemma is a special case of a result due to Govil and Rahman [ 1, 
Lemma lo]. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
If Iz,I = 1, for some v, 1 < v G n, the theorem follows trivially by Lax’s 
result (1.2) and hence we can assume without loss of generality that 
lz,l > 1, 1 <v <n. We have 
IP:(zYPn(z)l = 1 f WY)~~ 
1’ = 1 
and 
Im)/q,(z)l = / f Z”/(l -i,s)i. 
v=l 
Since on IzI = 1, Ip,(z)l = lqJz)l, we get for (zl = 1, 
I II 
c&J= x:=1 Z”/(l - Gz) 
P;(z) c:= * 1/e -z,) 
= c:=, z&--z,) 
c:=, z/b--z,) 
n-C:=, z/(z-zz,) 
= c:=, z/b-Z”) 
1-i =-----) 
I I i 
say, where c = (l/n) C:= 1 z/(z - z,). 
By Lemma 3, we have for IzI = 1, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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If t, = I:=, l~,l/(lz,,l - 1 )/C:=, l/(lz,l - l), then by Lemma 5, 
(3.3) 
hence combining (3.2), (3.3), and Lemma 4, we get for 1.~1 = 1, 
I I 1-i >t i / 02 (3.4) 
which by (3.1) implies that for IzI = 1, 
IdI(z)l 3 to IPXZ)l. 
On combining (3.5) with (2.9) of Lemma 6, we get for /zI = 1, 
(3.5) 
IPi(Z)l G -& ;“=: lP&)l~ (3.6) 
0 - 
where to=C:=, Iz,,I/(lz,l -1)/C;=, l/(Jz,l - 1). Since 
we get 
and the theorem now follows on applying Lemma 6 to (3.7). 
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